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INTRODUCTION 
 

This appeal arises out of an ejectment suit brought by Old Railroad Bed, LLC 

(“Old Railroad”), the owner of a former railroad spur in the Town of Manchester.  Old 

Railroad acquired the property in 2009 to create a public recreational path.   

Old Railroad holds record title to the property through an unbroken chain of 

deeds which commences with warranty instruments granted in 1902.  These deeds 

expressly conveyed all right, title and interest in the property, without reservation, to 

Old Railroad’s predecessor in title. 

The abutting landowners claimed below that their predecessors in title, as a 

matter of law, only conveyed a limited easement right over their property – 

notwithstanding the contrary language in the deeds.  The abutters argued that Old 

Railroad’s title should be deemed to have been acquired under threat of condemnation, 

even though there is no support for this claim in the record.  The abutters then asserted 

that the railroad’s title was extinguished as a matter of law nearly 80 years ago when 

active railroad use ceased.  The trial Court rejected these claims of extinguishment, and 

held that Old Railroad’s predecessors acquired fee-simple title.  In this brief, Old 

Railroad argues that the trial Court’s decision on this issue is well-grounded in the 

record and in applicable law. 

The abutters contended below, in the alternative, that they and their predecessors 

acquired title to the railroad property by adverse possession.  There was no evidence at 

trial that any of the Defendants ever asserted a claim of ownership, or the right to 

exclude others, prior to the purchase by Old Railroad Bed.  Indeed, the abutters 

identified themselves prior to litigation as “adjoining landowners and neighbors.”  The 
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trial Court found that the neighbors failed to meet their burden of persuasion.  In this 

brief, Old Railroad argues that the Court’s factual findings are amply supported by the 

record, and the Court’s conclusions accord with well-settled Vermont law of adverse 

possession.   

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

 In 2009, Old Railroad purchased a section of a former railroad bed in the Town 

of Manchester (the “Railroad Bed” or the “Property”).  Old Railroad was organized by 

William Drunsic, a local resident, to acquire title to the Railroad Bed for the purpose of 

creating a public recreational trail near the center of the Town of Manchester.  

Supplemental Printed Case (SPC) at 61-67. 

 Old Railroad paid $39,614 for the Property to its record owner Omya Inc (f/k/a 

Vermont Marble Company).  SPC at 71. 

Old Railroad’s title to the Property is based on an unbroken chain of conveyances 

originating in four separate 1902 deeds to the Manchester, Dorset and Granville 

Railroad Company (the MDG)1.  Each of these deeds conveyed a “strip of land” to the 

MDG and “its successors and assigns forever.”  The deeds all were recorded in December 

1902.  Printed Case (PC) at 117, 313-316; SPC at 52-53. 

 Each deed contained an habendum clause that confirmed conveyance of the title 

“free from any encumbrance” and warranted that the grantor would defend MDG, its 

successors and assigns “against all claims whatsoever.”  PC at 313-316.  One of the deeds 

went into even more detail and described the estate being conveyed as an “indefeasible 

estate in fee simple with good right to bargain and sell the same.”  PC at 316.  

1 Better known in early 20th Century Manchester as the “Mud, Dirt and Gravel.” 
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 In January 1903, several weeks after the recording of the four Manchester deeds, 

the MDG recorded in the Manchester Town Clerk’s office a survey of the rail line.  PC at 

311. 

 The rail spur constructed and operated by MDG connected a marble quarry in 

Dorset to the main freight line in Manchester Depot.  Marble from the quarry was used 

to construct the New York Public Library, among other landmark buildings.  The MDG 

ceased active operations by 1925, and the rails were removed in 1934.2  PC at 116. 

MDG dissolved in 1936.  Shortly before its dissolution MDG conveyed by 

warranty deed all of its right, title and interest in the Railroad Bed to Vermont Marble 

Company.  The deed expressly provided that the estate conveyed was “a good and 

indefeasible estate in fee simple.”  PC at 116; SPC at 17.  

Vermont Marble Company was a Vermont corporation actively involved at the 

time in the exploration, development, transport and sale of marble products.  The 

nature of Vermont Marble Company’s interest in and its uses of the MDG rail bed in 

Manchester, during the years following the acquisition, are not documented or now 

known in any detail.  No known individual alive today was active in the company during 

the 1940s through 1970s, so it is unclear what activities the company undertook during 

those years. 

Vermont Marble Company (Omya Inc.) paid municipal taxes on the Property 

continuously since at least 1989,3 and also during the past 19 years made two grants of 

2 Railroad ties remain intact in some sections of the Railroad Bed today, along with other appurtenances such as 
abutments, culverts and remains of trestles.  See PC at 369-393 for photographs and a description of the Railroad 
Bed in 1986.  These materials document a longer section of the Railroad Bed than was purchased by Old Railroad. 
3 The record was unclear about earlier tax payments by Vermont Marble Company.  It appears that payments were 
made regularly up to about 1956, and then there was a period when the property was not listed on the Grand List.  It 
is undisputed that taxes were annually paid by OMYA Inc. from 1989 through 2009.  Tr. at 568-572. 
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easements across the Railroad Bed.   At the time of Old Railroad Bed’s purchase, there 

were no documents of record in the Town of Manchester that asserted a claim by any 

third party to an interest in the Property except for the two easements granted by Omya 

Inc.  SPC at 52-53; see infra at 6 (discussion of three minor overlaps in deed 

descriptions.)  

 After Old Railroad Bed purchased the Property in 2009, volunteers started to 

clear brush on the right of way.  Two abutting landowners (Ronald and Kristi Marcus) 

objected to the clearing.  SPC at 72.   

After an attempt to resolve their objections by discussions, Old Railroad brought 

this action for ejectment in the Civil Division, Bennington Unit, against Mr. and Mrs. 

Marcus.  Several other adjoining owners then moved to intervene (the Defendants are 

hereafter referred to as the “Abutters”).  All of the Abutters asserted claims to own 

sections of the Railroad Bed adjoining the properties to which they held record title.  

Their claims were based on the theory that the title to the Railroad Bed had been 

extinguished as a matter of law after the railroad halted operations, or, alternatively, on 

adverse possession.  PC at 59-65.  

Following discovery, the Abutters moved for summary judgment on the issues of 

“extinguishment” and on adverse possession.  PC at 47, 141-155. 

In connection with extinguishment, the Abutters argued that MDG as a matter of 

law could not have acquired fee-simple title to the Property; that MDG’s title was 

acquired incident to the power of condemnation; and that MDG therefore acquired only 

terminable easements to use the Property for railroad purposes.  Once railroad 
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operations ceased, the Abutters concluded, title to the Property reverted as a matter of 

law to the original grantors and their successors in interest.  PC at 141-155, 176-193. 

Old Railroad responded that the record did not support a finding that MDG 

acquired title incident to condemnation; that MDG had corporate authority to purchase 

and convey the Property in fee simple; and that the Abutters were estopped by the 

warranties of their predecessors from asserting that MDG’s title was less than 

warranted.  PC at 156-175. 

By order filed on November 9, 2011, the trial Court (Hayes, J.) held that title to 

the Railroad Bed did not revert to the Abutters when railroad operations ceased.  PC at 

36-43. 

The Court first found that the 1902 deeds from the Abutters’ predecessors in title 

conveyed by their express terms a fee-simple interest to MDG.  PC at 38. 

The Court then found there was no evidence in the record that a condemnation 

proceeding had been instituted by MDG to acquire these titles.  Indeed, the Court held 

that the applicable condemnation statute in 1902, 26 V.S. § 3809 (1894)(Appendix at A-

9), required the recording of a survey prior to commencement of any condemnation 

proceeding.  The record in this case showed that a survey of the Railroad Bed was 

recorded weeks after the deeds.  The procedure followed by MDG would not have 

satisfied the statutory requirements for condemnation.  PC at 41-42. 

Finally, the Court rejected the Abutters’ contention that railroads like MDG had 

no power in 1902 to hold fee simple to real estate.  PC at 42-43. 

The Court denied the Abutters’ Motion for Summary Judgment on the adverse-

possession claim after finding that there were material issues of fact in dispute. 
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A two-day trial of the Abutters’ adverse-possession claim was held before Judge 

Hayes on May 1-2, 2012. PC at 51. 

Old Railroad introduced the transcript of deposition testimony by Larry Parks, a 

Vermont licensed surveyor.  He testified that the parcels owned by the Abutters were all 

described in the deeds as bounded by the Railroad Bed.   That is, the deeds held by the 

Abutters all expressly excluded the Old Railroad from their titles.  SPC at 52-55. 

Mr. Parks’ surveyed the Property.  The survey showed three areas where the 

Abutters’ deed descriptions overlapped slivers of the Railroad Bed.  With the exception 

of these three minor overlaps and the two easements deeded by Omya Inc., Mr. Parks 

testified that Old Railroad had clear record title to the Property.  Id. 

Mr. Parks also testified that while traversing the Property for his survey field 

work, at the time of Old Railroad’s purchase, he did not observe any fencing.  He 

testified that there were remnants, in the vicinity of the Property, of “fences of 

convenience” that once contained livestock.  Mr. Parks described a fence of convenience 

as “used to keep livestock in, and it’s nothing to do with a boundary.”  He also observed 

an unlocked gate at one point.  He saw no evidence of signs against trespass or any other 

assertions of a right to exclude.  SPC at 56. 

Barbara Cosgrove, f/k/a Barbara Dallas, an employee of Omya Inc. between 1987 

and 2010, testified that she was the person principally responsible for overseeing 

company property during her years of service.  She testified that Omya Inc. paid annual 

real estate taxes to the Town of Manchester on the Property at least since 1989, and had 

granted two easements over the Property during that period.  One of the easements was 
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sold to the predecessor in title of Donald and Eleanor Dykes, intervenors in the action.  

SPC at 13-15, 118-119, 123. 

Ms. Cosgrove testified that in 1994 she walked the Railroad Bed for the purpose, 

among others, of looking for any encroachments.  She concluded after her own 

inspection of the Property that there were no areas of concern.  SPC at 121-122. 

She did note that there was one small area where hay was growing on a portion of 

the Property.  However, she testified that Omya Inc. considered mowing on its rights of 

ways an acceptable use that was not considered by the company to be a trespass.  Id. 

John Mitchell, the president and chief executive officer of Omya Inc. from 1988 

through 2003, testified that the company owned approximately 11,000 acres in Vermont 

during that period.  The company’s policy was to allow public access to its lands without 

restriction, except on about 300 specific acres that were located close to industrial uses.  

He testified that the company was not concerned by casual mowing of company 

property and considered this an allowed use.  SPC at 126-129. 

Mr. Mitchell also testified that one of the Abutters, Ronald Marcus, had contacted 

him in the early 2000s, and offered to buy the section of the Railroad Bed adjoining the 

Marcus property.  SPC at 129-130. 

A professional forester, Robbo Holleran, testified that he had been hired by Omya 

Inc. in 1994 to conduct an independent inspection of the Property.  Mr. Holleran walked 

the entire section later purchased by Old Railroad as well as an adjoining section of the 

old rail bed located immediately north of the Property.  He did not observe any 

encroachments on the Property, and concluded that the segment later sold to Old 

Railroad would be “of greatest interest for recreational use.”  SPC at 4-5, 83-86. 
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Mr. Holleran testified that in 1994 the bed of the former railroad was intact 

through the segment later purchased by Old Railroad, and was “wooded and brushy.” A 

clearly defined walking path existed on the Property, and he did not recall observing any 

agricultural use within the Railroad Bed.  He also confirmed that Omya Inc. “would not 

have considered such use to be [a] trespass.”  He also testified that he did not recall 

seeing any fences across the Property. SPC at 87-89. 

There was extensive testimony about a planning study prepared by an 

independent consultant in 2000 that identified the Railroad Bed as a potential location 

for a public recreational path.  The planning director of the Town of Manchester and the 

executive director of the Bennington County Regional Commission (“BCRC”) both 

testified that they attended a public hearing about the proposed project in September 

2000. 

The study and the notice for the meeting clearly identified Omya Inc. as the 

owner of the Railroad Bed.  Lee Krohn, the Town planning director, testified that none 

of the Abutters who attended the hearing had raised any questions about Omya Inc.’s 

ownership of the Property.  SPC at 1, 131-133. 

 Mr. Krohn also testified that he personally walked the Property at that time and 

observed no encroachments.  He said he had talked around 2000 to Vern West, one of 

the Abutters, who proposed alternative routes for a recreation path but never made any 

claim to own any portion of the Railroad Bed.  SPC at 130-132. 

James Sullivan, BCRC’s executive director, also testified that he had walked the 

Railroad Bed in 2000, and observed no encroachments.4  He corroborated Mr. Krohn’s 

4 Two other independent witnesses, Michael Powers and William Badger, also testified that they had observed no 
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testimony that none of the Abutters claimed in 2000 at the public meeting to own the 

Property.  He also testified that the reputation in the community was that Omya Inc. 

owned the Railroad Bed.  SPC at 137-139. 

Mr. Krohn testified that two of the Abutters – Mr. and Mrs. Dykes – had applied 

for and obtained zoning permits for construction of their home in 1998 and their garage 

in 2006.   The applications specifically referenced the Railroad Bed as adjoining 

property.  The driveway to their home crossed the Property under authority of the access 

easement granted by Omya Inc. to their predecessor in title.  SPC at 11-12, 135-136. 

Mr. Drunsic – the principal of Old Railroad – testified that prior to purchasing 

the Property he had undertaken extensive due diligence.  He examined the deeds and 

records from Omya Inc.   Mr. Drunsic has decades of experience in railroad operations 

as a railroad owner and as an engineer.   He testified that he knew there had been some 

farming activity in the vicinity of the Property up to the 1980s, but was not concerned 

about the “little bit” of overlap of some hay onto the Property he observed in one 

section.  He said “on my railroad property, we let farmers mow our right of way to keep 

the heavy vegetation down.”  SPC at 143-144. 

Mr. Drunsic testified that the only concern he had about a possible adverse-

possession claim, at the time Old Railroad made its purchase, was on a section of the 

Property that Mr. and Mrs. Marcus had cleared “in the mid-2000s.”  However, Mr. 

Drunsic examined aerial photographs of the area in 2000 and verified that it was heavily 

wooded at that time.  See photo infra at 34.  Based on his investigation showing that the 

obstructions or encroachments on the Railroad Bed during various periods. SPC at 96-97, 114-115. 
9 

 

                                                                                                                                                             



 

tree cutting by Mr. and Mrs. Marcus was relatively recent, he completed the purchase.  

SPC at 143-144. 

The Abutters’ adverse-possession claim principally rested on an assertion that 

they and their predecessors had exclusively occupied the Property from 1936 through 

the late 1980s for use as croplands and pasture.  Accordingly, they claimed that they had 

obtained title by adverse possession “three times over by 1992.”  PC at 293. 

The principal evidence in support of this claim came from Bradford West, 73 

years old at the time of trial, who claimed to be able to document the location of all 

fences in the area since the late 1930s by memory.  He asserted that over the course of 

fifty years his predecessors and neighbors had enclosed agricultural fields with fence 

lines, cultivated a portion of the Property near his house, and generally treated it as their 

own.  See Tr. at 349-350, 366, 376, 379. 

On cross examination, Mr. West testified that his family had erected fences to 

contain cattle, and did not put up fences when livestock was not in the area; that he 

never put up any signs to claim ownership of the Railroad Bed; that he never sought to 

exclude anyone from walking on the Railroad Bed; and that he never told anyone prior 

to Old Railroad’s purchase that he claimed to own a section of the Railroad Bed.  SPC at 

102-104, 109. 

Mr. West testified that in his opinion remnants of old fence wire in the woods 

should have put people on notice that the Abutters owned the Railroad Bed.  SPC at 103.  

An example of such a fence line is shown in the Printed Case at 335. 

Mr. West testified that he first learned Omya Inc. claimed ownership in 2000 at 

the time of the recreation study and public hearing.  Mr. West acknowledged that he was 
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part of a group of neighbors who actively opposed the plan to develop a recreational 

path then, and had attended the public meeting.  The notice for the public meeting in 

2000 expressly states that the “railbed” is owned by Omya Inc.  SPC at 1, 104-106. 

Mr. West also acknowledged that his group’s reasons for opposition to the 

recreational path proposal were itemized in a letter sent on September 15, 2000 to the 

planning consultant, the Town of Manchester and BCRC.  SPC at 2-3, 105-108. 

This letter was signed “Adjoining Landowners and Neighbors.”  In two, single-

spaced, typed pages the letter sets forth a long list of reasons why the recreational path 

should not be constructed.  These include safety of residents, disturbance of wetlands 

and archaeological sites, possible disruption of the neighborhood, and interference with 

wildlife habitat.  There is no mention of any claim by the Abutters to own the Railroad 

Bed themselves, or to hold a private right to block the project.  Nor is there any mention 

of disturbing agricultural uses.  SPC at 2-3.    

The Abutters called Shelley Beattie Porter as a witness.  Her parents were the 

predecessors in title to the Abutters Donald and Eleanor Dykes (who did not testify).  

Ms. Porter testified that from an unspecified starting date until 1992 she and her 

parents fenced off the Railroad Bed in two places to contain horses and cattle, and 

considered it to be their own.  She also testified that she cut trees on at least one 

occasion on the Property.  Tr. at 309-314, 322. 

 Set against this testimony was the video testimony of Ms. Porter’s 102-year-old 

aunt and neighbor, Mildred Forrest, who said she understood that Vermont Marble 

Company owned Railroad Bed.  SPC at 50.  Ms. Forrest has lived in the immediate 

vicinity of the Railroad Bed for almost all of her 102 years.    
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Also set against Ms. Porter’s testimony was that of David Mance, Jr., the surveyor 

hired by Ms. Porter’s parents in 1992 to prepare a subdivision of the Beattie property.  

Mr. Mance testified that, as the agent of the Beatties, he sought to purchase from 

Vermont Marble Company the adjoining section of the Railroad Bed.  When the 

company would not sell the section of the Railroad Bed adjoining the Beattie property in 

fee simple, Mr. Mance negotiated an access easement over the Railroad Bed.  The 

Beatties paid $100 for this easement, which expressly recognized the superior rights of 

Vermont Marble Company in the Railroad Bed.  PC at 365; SPC at 13-14, 79-80. 

 Additionally, Mr. Mance’s survey of the Beattie farm specifically excluded the 

Railroad Bed.  The deed from the Beatties to the Dykes (signed by Ms. Porter for her 

parents under a power of attorney) also specifically excluded the Railroad Bed from the 

description of the Dykes property.  PC at 365. 

 Mrs. Marcus based her adverse-possession claim principally on the existence of a 

single-strand wire line that she erected to contain her horses.  The wire crossed the 

Railroad Bed in a line that originated in the middle of the Marcus’ property -- not on a 

boundary.  The Marcuses also erected a gate on their boundary to contain horses, but 

neither locked it nor posted any exclusion signs until after Old Railroad Bed obtained 

title.5  SPC at 69.  

The photograph following, entered into evidence as part of Plaintiff’s Exhibit 22, 

shows the wire that the Marcuses relied upon as demonstrating their adverse 

possession. 

5 Mrs. Marcus testified that she had posted a no trespassing sign in 1991, but her own attorney told her on the record 
that was not true, and the Court found that this testimony was “untruthful.”  Tr. at 480; PC at 12. 
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 Set against this livestock “fence” was a 1989 survey prepared for the Marcus’s 

predecessor in title that expressly excludes the Railroad Bed, and the deed to Mr. and 

Mrs. Marcus, which likewise excludes the Property.  Mrs. Marcus also confirmed Mr. 

Mitchell’s testimony that her husband tried to purchase a section of the Railroad Bed 

around 2000 from Omya Inc.  Mr. Marcus did not testify.  SPC at 16, 113, 164-167. 

 Mr. Drunsic testified as a railroad engineer that the grade and bed of the Railroad 

Bed were almost completely intact and did not show any evidence of cultivation.  SPC at 

74-75.   The photograph following, introduced as part of Plaintiff’s Exhibit 22, shows the 

intact raised rail bed on the Property separating the two fields owned and maintained by 

Bradford West northerly of Aeolus Road.  Mr. Drunsic found no evidence of cultivation 

within the surveyed area there, and the large size of trees in the Railroad Bed is readily 

apparent.  This is part of the area where Mr. West claimed there had been continuous 

agricultural use for generations.  Tr. at 366. 
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 In post-hearing arguments, the Abutters reiterated their stance that whatever has 

happened in the past 25 years is irrelevant because they acquired title by adverse 

possession long before.  PC at 243. 

 Old Railroad argued that the Abutters failed to satisfy their burden of persuasion 

on all of the elements of adverse possession.  Old Railroad asserted that the fences 

described by Mr. West and Ms. Porter were fences of convenience and not boundary 

fences.  SPC at 148-154. 

 Old Railroad argued that even if the portions of the Railroad Bed had once been 

acquired by adverse possession decades ago, the Abutters were now barred by laches 

from making this claim.  The laches defense was based on the Abutters’ failure to assert 

any claim of ownership during the past two decades when Omya Inc. was paying taxes 

and granting easements – the same period during which the Abutters or their 
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predecessors were attempting to buy portions of the Railroad Bed from Omya Inc., and 

were conveying deeds that excluded the Railroad Bed from the description of the 

properties.  SPC at 156-163. 

Old Railroad argued that it was prejudiced not only by the expenditure of $39,614 

for the purchase price along with associated costs, but also suffered “evidentiary 

prejudice” by virtue of the death of witnesses and loss of evidence during the decades 

when the Abutters and their predecessors remained silent about their claims.  Id.; see 

also SPC at 44-48. 

 Finally, Old Railroad argued that the Property was exempt from adverse-

possession claims by virtue of 5 V.S.A. § 3425.6  SPC at 24-30. 

 The Court issued its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order on July 31, 

2012.  PC at 1-32.  The Court made extensive findings based on the record, and 

concluded that the Abutters had failed to satisfy their burden of persuasion. 

 The Court found that the actions of the Marcuses and Dykes and their 

predecessors were inconsistent with a claim of adverse possession, and that the fencing 

on those properties was for purposes of managing livestock and not delineating a 

boundary.  PC at 26-27.   

 The Court found that the claim for adverse possession by Bradford and Vernon 

West was “a close case.”  PC at 26.  The Court nonetheless concluded that they failed to 

satisfy their burden of persuasion because the Court could not find “with any degree of 

certainty” where the alleged agricultural cultivation of the Railroad Bed occurred; that 

6 This statute bars adverse possession claims on property belonging to a railroad corporation.  Vermont Marble 
Company continued in the railroad business in connection with other properties in Vermont even after the MDG 
ceased operations.  
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the physical evidence in the record did not support their claim of controlling any 

particular area for 15 continuous years; that the Wests’ claim was impeached by their 

assertion in the letter opposing the recreational trail that the Railroad Bed was in 

“pristine condition”; and by their failure to assert any claim of ownership during this 

period.  In sum, the Court found that Bradford West’s testimony was not persuasive or 

sufficient when considered in the context of the whole record and of the legal 

requirements for establishing all the elements of adverse possession.  PC at 28-31. 

 Because the Court held that the Abutters had failed to produce sufficient, 

persuasive evidence to establish their claim to adverse possession, the Court did not 

reach Old Railroad’s defenses of laches and statutory immunity. 

 The Court issued its Judgment Order on August 23, 2012, and the Abutters filed 

this appeal on September 17, 2012.  
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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 
 

Did the trial Court err in finding that Old Railroad holds title to the Property in 

fee simple by virtue of the conveyance in 1902, by warranty deeds, of all right, title and 

interest in the Property to Old Railroad’s predecessor? 

Does the evidentiary record support the trial Court’s finding that the Abutters 

failed to meet their burden of persuasion on the adverse-possession claim, and are the 

Court’s conclusions in accord with applicable Vermont law? 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
 

 When Old Railroad’s predecessor acquired title in 1902, Vermont law authorized 

railroad corporations to purchase real property in fee simple, and to convey title in fee 

simple after cessation of railroad use.  The record in this case shows no evidence that 

condemnation was involved in the acquisition of title.  Indeed, undisputed facts in the 

record show that the statutory requirements for commencing a condemnation 

proceeding did not occur in this case.  The Abutters, in any event, are estopped by the 

title warranties of their predecessors from asserting a claim contrary to those 

warranties. 

There is abundant credible evidence to support the trial Court’s findings on the 

issue of adverse possession, and the Court’s conclusions are all consistent with settled 

Vermont law. 
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 
 

Adverse possession is a mixed question of law and fact.  “This Court views the 

factual findings of the trial court in the light most favorable to the prevailing party 

below, not setting aside findings unless they are clearly erroneous.  In contrast, our 

review of the trial court’s conclusions of law is plenary” (citations omitted).  

Congregational Church of Enosburg v. Manley, 2008 VT 9, ¶12, 183 Vt. 574, 834-835. 

 
ARGUMENT 

I. The Manchester, Dorset and Granville Railroad Company purchased 
fee-simple title to the Railroad Bed in 1902, and there was no 
reversion of title when active railroad use ceased in 1934. 

 
The Abutters concede that Old Railroad Bed holds record title to the Railroad 

Bed.  PC at 117, ¶¶13-14. 

A. Vermont railroads in 1902 could acquire and convey fee-
simple title to real property. 

 
As stated in its Articles, MDG was incorporated under authority of Chapter 167 of 

the Vermont statutory code as it existed in 1902.  PC at 308.  In 1902, when the MDG 

was organized, 26 V.S. § 3753 (Appendix at A-5) authorized railroad corporations to 

“take, hold, purchase, use and convey such real and personal property as is necessary for 

the construction, maintenance and accommodation of such railroad.”   

The authority of railroad corporations to purchase and convey real property was 

established years earlier by this Court in connection with a railroad operating under a 

legislative charter with less expansive language than set out in 26 V.S. § 3753. 

In Benedict v. Heineberg, 43 Vt. 231 (1870), an abandoned railroad bed that had 

been sold by a railroad to a third party was subject to attachment by a creditor of that 
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third party.  The legal status of the railroad’s interest was called into question.  The 

Court found that the land had been conveyed to the railroad in fee simple for roadbed 

and depot purposes.  Even though these uses were then permanently abandoned by the 

railroad, title to the land did not revert to the prior owners.  Rather the railroad held 

title in fee simple despite the abandonment. 

 In Page v. Heineberg, 40 Vt. 81 (1868), the railroad acquired title by warranty 

deed, but then relocated its line.  The railroad’s grantor sought to recover title to the 

original route on the grounds that title reverted to him upon the railroad’s abandonment 

of the property for use as a railroad.  The Court examined the deeds and noted the same 

type of habendum language used in the deeds to the MDG:  “to said company and 

assigns forever.”  The Court held that this deed gave fee-simple title to the railroad, with 

no retained rights held by the grantor.   

 The Court in Page noted that corporations under the common law “have the legal 

capacity to take a title in fee to real property, some of the cases holding that it is incident 

to every corporation.”  Id. at 85.  The Court held in Page that corporations could 

acquire, hold and convey land in fee simple unless expressly restricted by law or their 

charter.   Id. at 84.   

The Abutters attempt to distinguish Page by arguing that the railroad in that case 

enjoyed special charter provisions which allowed it to acquire real estate by grant, while 

the MDG enjoyed no such authority.  Appellants’ Brief at 25-26. 

 This contention is not correct.  The statutory rights enjoyed by the MDC in 1902 

were more broadly enumerated than those held by the railroads in the earlier cases.  The 

railroad charter in Page provided that “the corporation may take the use and possession 
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of land and real estate for the purposes therein expressed, either by proceedings in 

invitum or by grant and donation [and] “may take and hold all such grants and 

donations of land and real estate as may be made to the company.”  Id. at 86.   

This Court found that the charter language plainly allowed the railroad to 

acquire, hold and convey “real estate,” and “real estate” must be understood to include 

title in fee simple.  The Court also emphasized that there was a “plain distinction” 

between the modes of acquiring land by eminent domain and by grant.  Id. 

The general law governing railroad corporations in 1902 expressly stated that a 

railroad could “purchase” land for the railroad and “convey” it.  26 V.S. § 3810 

(1894)(Appendix at A-7).  In the charter construed in Page these powers were not 

explicitly provided, yet the Court found them to be implicit. 

The holdings in these two Vermont railroad cases are consistent with the 

holdings in most reported cases collected in Annotation, “Deed to railroad company as 

conveying fee or easement,” 6 A.L.R. 3d 973 (1966 & current Westlaw).  The Annotation 

finds that: 

 Deeds purporting to convey to railroads a strip, piece, parcel, or tract of “land,” 
which do not contain additional language describing or otherwise referring to the 
land in terms of the use or purpose to which it is to be put, or in other ways 
cutting down or limiting, directly or indirectly, the estate conveyed, are generally 
construed as passing an estate in fee.  Id, at § 3[a]. 
 

 In sum, the deeds to the MDG conveyed exactly what the grantors stated and 

warranted in 1902: all of their right, title and interest forever.   Accordingly there was no 

reversionary interest held by any predecessor in title of the Defendants. 
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B. There is no evidence that the Railroad Bed was acquired 
under threat of condemnation. 
 

 The Abutters’ extinguishment claim rests on Vermont case law holding that the 

real-property interest acquired by a railroad in condemnation proceedings is limited to 

an easement for railroad purposes, and that the easement is extinguished when such use 

is abandoned.  The Abutters argue that even though the conveyance in this case was by 

warranty deed, it should be considered the same as in a condemnation case because a 

survey of the line was recorded after the deeds.  The Abutters assert that the real nature 

of the proceeding should be deemed one of condemnation, and that the plain language 

of the prior deeds should be disregarded.  Appellants’ Brief at 21-24. 

Surveys of railroad lines were not limited to condemnation proceedings.  

Vermont law in 1902 expressly provided for surveys of railroad lines to be undertaken 

for routes that would be established by agreement rather than by condemnation.  26 

V.S. § 3808 (1894) (Appendix at A-7).  Indeed it is hard to imagine, as a matter of 

conveyancing practice, how a 50-foot strip of land running across multiple properties 

could be described in a deed except after a survey established its boundaries.  

For condemnation proceedings, 26 V.S. § 3809 (1894) (Appendix at A-7) 

expressly requires that a survey must be recorded before the commencement of the 

eminent domain proceedings.  Because the survey here was recorded in 1903 and the 

deeds were recorded in 1902, as a matter of law the MDG deeds could not have been 

obtained in connection with an eminent-domain proceeding.  

The Abutters’ claim rests on the assertion that the recording of the survey in this 

case was what conveyed the property interest regardless of the prior recording of the 

deeds.  In essence, the Abutters claim (a) that the only way for the MDG to acquire the 
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Property was by condemnation notwithstanding the prior recording of unconditional, 

warranty deeds, or (b) that because condemnation would have been possible, the 

granting of the deeds should be considered only an adjunct to a condemnation 

proceeding. 

However, this argument wholly disregards the statutory authority to acquire 

property by “purchase” as well as by taking.  26 V.S. § 3810 (Appendix at A-7).   

Old Railroad acknowledges that if the Railroad Bed had been acquired by a 

condemnation proceeding, then its predecessor in title would only have acquired an 

easement that would terminate on abandonment.  Hill v. Western Railroad Company, 

32 Vt. 68 (1859) (property taken by recording of the survey and no deed required).   

The Hill Court carefully noted that “[w]e do not intend to say that if they 

purchased and took the conveyance of the fee of land for these purposes, they could not 

hold it or convey it.”  The Hill Court’s holding, which predates Benedict and Page, was 

specific to the powers granted “under this charter.”  Id. at 76. 

Likewise, in Troy and Boston Railroad Company v. Potter, 42 Vt. 265 (1869), 

the Court was called to determine whether an owner adjoining a rail line could harvest 

hay in the right of way.  In that case, again, the Court was careful to note that the 

property was not acquired by the railroad by contract, and therefore the Court applied 

“the same principles that are applicable in all cases where the land is taken by a railroad 

company, a survey made and duly recorded as required by the charter.”  Id. at 272.  

 Here, the MDG chose an alternative means of acquiring property:  by direct 

negotiations with the landowner.  Forty-three years after Hill, this was an option open to 

any railroad operating under the general statutory authority of Chapter 167.  We have no 
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record of the closing details from 111 years ago.  It is certainly possible that a landowner 

who was willing to part with his entire fee interest would have been compensated more 

generously than one who was dealt with only by condemnation. 

It was quite common in that era for rail lines to be established by a variety of legal 

means, including private sale, private donation, eminent domain, prescription or 

government grant: 

Most corridors consist of parcels owned in a variety of different interests: some in 
fee simple absolute, some in fee simple determinable, and others in easement. A 
small corridor as short as a mile might have been acquired through dozens of 
different transactions and be held in any combination of these interests. 
 
“Charitable Deductions for Rail-Trail Conversations:  Reconciling the Partial 
Interest Rule and the National Trails System Act,” 32 Wm. & Mary Envtl. L. & 
Pol’y Rev. 581 (Spring 2008) at 587. 

 
The Abutters rely heavily on Preseault v. U.S., 100 F.3d 1525 (Fed. Cir. 1996), a 

takings case involving a railroad right of way in Burlington.  The Preseaults claimed that 

the conversion of the rail line into a recreational trail took reversionary rights that they 

held, and that they were therefore entitled to just compensation under the Fifth and 

Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. 

The Federal Court of Appeals recognized that if the railroad in that case had 

acquired fee-simple title, no compensation would be payable for the conversion to a 

public recreational trail.  Id. at 1533.   

The railroad had acquired the relevant sections of the line in three transactions.  

Two of these were eminent-domain proceedings, but the third was acquired by the 

recording of a survey followed by a confirming warranty deed.  The federal court held 
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the “probable outcome” under Vermont law would be that the deed only conveyed an 

easement.  Id. at 1536. 

In reaching that conclusion, the Federal Court of Appeals relied on the analysis 

by the Court of Claims in the proceedings below.  In that case, reported at 24 Cl.Ct. 818 

(1992), the Court of Claims held that the recording of a survey prior to recording of the 

deeds effected the conveyance of land under the statutory condemnation procedure in 

that case, and so the interest taken by the railroad was only an easement.  Id. at 830.  7  

The federal Preseault decisions do not address the factual situation here in which 

the conveyance was made first by warranty deed, and a survey was later recorded.  Nor 

do the federal Preseault decisions examine the Vermont law that in 1902 clearly 

authorized a railroad company to acquire and convey fee simple title to real estate 

independently of the right to take property by eminent-domain proceedings. 

 The Abutters also claim to find support for their argument in an 1873 treatise by 

I.F. Redfield, The Law of Railroads.  Appellants Brief at 20, 25.  However, Redfield’s 

statement that railroads could not acquire fee title, cited by the Abutters at page 20 of 

their brief, is expressly limited to property that is taken in a compulsory proceeding. 

Also, Redfield acknowledges that Page stands for the proposition that “railroad 

companies may acquire fee absolute title in land by purchase and deed in fee simple, 

7 In reading the Federal Court of Appeals decision, it is apparent that the Court in Washington, D.C. labored in its 
opinion to construe Vermont law to find a taking for the Preseaults.  The case was decided during a period when 
many takings cases were being litigated, and the circumstances in which a taking could be found was an important 
open issue.  See e.g.,  Nollan v. California Coastal Commission, 483 U.S. 825 (1987)(just compensation required 
when regulatory permit requires granting of an access easement to shore); Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal 
Commission, 505 U.S. 1003 (1992)(land-use regulations that deny the property owner all economically viable use of 
his land require compensation); Dolan v. City of Tigard, 512 U.S. 374 (1994)(land use permit condition requiring 
dedication of land held to be uncompensated taking under Fifth Amendment).  This Court has since referred to the 
Preseault decision by the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals as “a split decision [by] a plurality of the en banc 
court…”  Preseault v. City of Burlington, 2006 VT 63, ¶5, 180 Vt. 597, 599 (answering certified question from 
federal court regarding statute related to utility easements). 
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and the title will remain in the company after it has changed the location of its road, and 

ceased to use it for corporate purposes.”   Id. at § 69, n. 3 (reproduced at A-14 of the 

Appellants’ Brief). 

 In sum, as shown by the Page and Benedict cases, railroads could and did acquire 

property in fee simple by deed for railroad purposes, abandon that use, and then convey 

title in fee simple to third parties.  The MDG operating under general statutory authority 

in 1902 had even broader corporate powers than the railroad in Page and Benedict 

enjoyed under its special charter. 

C. Vermont’s railroad incorporation statute of 1872, as 
amended, did not overrule prior decision of this Court, and 
did not bar railroads from holding real estate in fee simple. 
  

The Abutters attempt to argue around the holdings in Page and Benedict by 

citing statutory language first enacted in 1872 (Act No. 2) and codifed in slightly 

amended form in 26 V.S. § 3761 (1894)(Appendix at A-6).  The Abutters claim that the 

Legislature, in effect, overruled prior cases that allowed railroads to convey fee-simple 

title to property no longer used for railroad purposes.  Abutters argue that the statute 

created a right of reversion if use ever deviated from the original purposes for which 

railroad property was acquired.  Appellants’ Brief at 26-27. 

Act No. 2 (1872) (Appendix at A-1-4) authorizes investors to create and operate 

railroad corporations without obtaining a special charter from the Legislature.8  It 

specifically authorized a railroad corporation organized under its authority to “take, 

hold, purchase, use and convey such real and personal estate as may be necessary for the 

8 This is apparently the first such general incorporation statute for railroads in Vermont, although a thorough 
historical assessment of the history of Vermont railroad statutes is beyond the scope of the research done by 
Appellee’s counsel.  This statute is similar in function to Chapter 164 (1894) which authorized investors to organize 
and operate private corporations for other purposes without a special legislative charter. 
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construction, maintenance and accommodation of such railroad and stations… and as 

the purposes of the corporation require…”  § 1.  (Appendix at A-3). 

This language continued almost verbatim in 26 V.S. § 3753 (1894).  By that time, 

through a series of amendments, the railroad statutes also included in Section 3761 

(Appendix at A-6) the following language: 

This section [which addresses condemnation powers] shall not prevent a 
company from taking and holding voluntary grants of real estate made to it, to 
aid in the construction, maintenance and accommodation of the railroad; but 
such real estate shall be held and used for the purposes of the grant only.”  
  
The Abutters claim that the phrase “held and used for the purposes of such grant 

only” changed the law so that railroads could no longer acquire, hold and convey 

property in fee simple.  Rather, the argument goes, property could only be held for 

limited purposes, and when use of the property ceased it would revert to the prior 

owners. 

However, the only case the Abutters cite in support of this proposition is 

Dickerman v. Town of Pittsford, 116 Vt. 563 (1951).  In Dickerman, a property was 

conveyed by deed in 1866 to the Town of Pittsford for use as a public school.  After the 

school use ended in 1942, a dispute arose between the Town and the successors to the 

original grantor about title to the property.  This Court held that the Town’s interest was 

limited to a determinable fee, and that the title terminated when the school use ceased.  

However, in that case, the limitation on the fee was included in the express language of 

the deed.  The habendum in the Pittsford deed stated: 

To have and to hold the same from the date hereof for and during the time or 
period that the said School District shall use and occupy the said grounds for 
school purposes, and as a school house, but if ever said district shall move the 
school house or give up the said land for the purpose of a school house, this deed 
or lease shall terminate, and the land revert back to me… Id. at 564. 
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There was nothing inherent in the acquisition of the property for public use that 

made the fee terminable when the use stopped.  In Dickerman, the terminable fee was 

created by the original parties in the deed itself, not by any limitation in the powers of 

the grantee to hold fee-simple title.  By contrast, the habendum in Old Railroad’s deeds 

confirmed conveyance of the title “free from any encumbrance” and warranted that the 

grantor would defend MDG, its successors and assigns “against all claims whatsoever.”  

PC at 313-316. 

The MDG’s owners clearly believed that they had acquired fee-simple title to the 

Railroad Bed because the corporation warranted that it held title in fee simple when it 

conveyed the property in 1936 to the Vermont Marble Company.   

The language in Section 3761 upon which the Abutters put such great weight is 

very close to the language in the special charter construed by this Court in Page.  The 

charter in Page granted the railroad the authority to “take the use and possession of 

land and real estate for the [railroad] purposes therein expressed.”  Id. at 86.  Section 

3761 provided that railroad property shall “held and used for the purposes of such grant 

only.” Appendix at A-6. 

One struggles to find differences between these two provisions that would allow 

fee-simple acquisition and conveyances in the first case, but bar the same as a matter of 

law in the second instance.  This is a particularly unpersuasive reading when the charter 

that was held by this Court to allow fee-simple conveyances was silent on the power of 

the corporation to make any conveyance, while the statute in effect in 1902 expressly 

authorized conveyances of railroad property.  
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“When interpreting a statute, this Court will not excerpt a phrase and follow what 

purports to be its literal reading without considering the provision as a whole, and 

proper construction requires the examination of the whole and every part of the 

statute.”  TD Banknorth, N.A. v. Department of Taxes, 2005 VT 120 ¶15, 185 Vt. 45, 53.   

The Court” must read the sections of the statute together as a harmonious 

whole.”  In re Soon Kwon, 2011 VT 26, ¶17, 189 Vt. 598, 602 (2011). 

Following these principles of statutory construction, a simple reading of Section 

3761 (1894)(Appendix at A-6) is that it grants powers of condemnation to a railroad 

corporation, but makes clear that these powers were not intended to abridge or restrict 

the powers to purchase real property for railroad purposes, and to convey such property, 

granted under Section 3753 (1894)(Appendix at A-5).  

This reading is entirely consistent with the holdings in Page and Benedict that 

railroad property acquired by deed can be conveyed by the railroad in fee simple after 

the railroad use is abandoned. 

The Abutters’ claim would, if accepted by this Court, call into question every 

conveyance by a railroad corporation that was incorporated after 1894 and which 

transferred title to property no longer used for active railroad purposes.9  Bike paths, 

community trails and public ways around the state would be returned in jigsaw pieces to 

startled neighbors – all based on a sentence fragment from a 19th century statute that 

purportedly altered then-settled law that railroad corporations had the power to acquire 

and convey fee-simple title to real estate. 

9 The successor railroad statute, after the statutory revisions of 1947, continued use of language limiting the 
purposes for which railroads could acquire property to those “necessary for the construction, maintenance and 
accommodation of such railroad.”  43 V.S. § 9431 (1947).  The same claim could be made about this statutory 
language.  If use for railroad purposes ceased, then under the Abutters’ theory, title would revert to the prior owners. 
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In sum, the trial Court correctly held that “the plain meaning of the statutes… 

does not even hint at the rule for which the defendants argue.”  This Court should hold 

that Old Railroad acquired fee-simple title to the Railroad Bed, and the Abutters do not 

hold any reversionary interest in the Property.   

D. Defendants are estopped by the covenants in their 
predecessors’ deeds from denying that Old Railroad holds 
fee-simple title to the Railroad Bed. 

 
Even if the Abutters had a colorable legal claim to hold a reversionary interest in 

the Railroad Bed, which they do not, they would be estopped by the warranties of their 

predecessors from asserting it. 

The Abutters are bound by the warranties of title made by their predecessors.  

Hunter Broadcasting, Inc. v. City of Burlington, 164 Vt. 391 (1995) (covenant against 

encumbrances runs with the land); Gardner v. Jeffreys, 2005 VT 56, 178 Vt. 594 

(restrictive deed covenant runs with the land and enforceable by transferees of original 

parties when deed includes words of succession such as “heirs and assigns”); Williams v. 

Weatherbee, 1 Aik. 233 (1826) (“The covenant of warranty runs with the land, and is 

intended for the benefit of the ultimate grantee, in whose time it is broken.”) 

 Under the doctrine of estoppel by deed, a successor in interest will be estopped 

from denying representations in its predecessors’ deeds.  This doctrine does not appear 

often in the case law, probably because successors in title rarely make claims that breach 

their predecessors’ warranties.  However, the doctrine has been adopted in Vermont and 

many other jurisdictions. 
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In Holton v. Hassam, 94 Vt. 324 (1920), this Court held that the Defendants were 

estopped from denying the representations made by their predecessors in title in the 

deeds under which they claimed title. 

Likewise, in Hodges v. Eddy, 38 Vt. 327 (1865), the Court estopped the grantee of 

a warranty deed from claiming that he held a different title than represented in the 

language of the deed. 

In the leading case from outside Vermont, Bush v. Person, 18 How. 82 (1855), the 

United States Supreme Court held that a deed containing warranties of title binds the 

successors in interest, and estops them from asserting a title under the deed 

inconsistent with the language of warranty. 

In this case, the Abutters claim that their predecessor in title conveyed only an 

easement and retained a reversionary right that vested upon a condition subsequent – 

abandonment of the railroad by the title owner.  Even if that claim had legal merit, the 

Abutters would be estopped from asserting the claim by the unqualified warranties of 

title made by their predecessors.   
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II. The trial Court’s finding that the Abutters failed to meet their burden 

of persuasion on the adverse possession claims was supported by the 
record and consistent with Vermont law. 

 

A. There is abundant credible evidence to support the trial 
Court’s findings on the issue of adverse possession.   

 
In their Statement of the Case, the Abutters claim that the Railroad Bed “crosses 

their propert[ies],” and that they or their predecessors “farmed” the Railroad Bed for 50 

years.  Appellants’ Brief, at 1. 

The Abutters’ claim to title by adverse possession relies on just such grandiose 

characterizations of their evidence.  However, as the trial Court carefully found, the 

Abutters’ actual evidence was scattershot at best – as well as contradicted on key points 

by other evidence which the Court found more persuasive. 

As surveyor Larry Parks testified, deeds given by the Abutters (in some cases) 

and to the Abutters (in all cases) consistently referenced the Old Railroad as a boundary 

of the Abutters’ properties.  SPC at 53-35.  These deed descriptions mesh with the 

Abutters’ own description of themselves in 2000 as “adjoining landowners.”  SPC at 2-3.  

The Railroad Bed does not run “through” their properties.  It runs next to their 

properties. 

The purported evidence of farm usage came mostly from Bradford West, and 

largely dealt with uses claimed to have taken place more than 30 years previously.  As 

Mr. West admitted, he never sought to exclude anyone from the Railroad Bed, and never 

made a claim of ownership to anyone.  SPC 102-103, 109. 
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Surveyor Larry Parks testified, based on his observations, experience and 

training, that the old wire fences in the vicinity of the Railroad Bed, now scattered 

remnants, were fences of convenience for long-ago farmers.  SPC at 56-59. 

Such fence remnants are shown in several of the Abutters’ photo exhibits.  PC 

336-341.  As can be seen, these are strands of wire in deep woods, usually buried under 

leaf mold and brush. 

The Abutters’ Exhibit 31 is a two-page document prepared by Mr. West that 

purports to show the location of agricultural fences in the late 1930s among surrounding 

farms.  SPC at 167-168.  Even assuming that Mr. West correctly recalled the location of 

fence lines from when he was a young child, it can readily be seen from Exhibit 31 that 

these fences encompassed large areas and only crossed the Railroad Bed in a few places.  

Long sections run along public roads.  This exhibit supports Mr. Parks’ conclusion that 

the old fences were for the farmers’ convenience to contain livestock -- not to establish a 

property boundary along thousands of feet of roadway, along the Battenkill River, or on 

a few 50-foot segments where long stretches of fence happened to cross the old Railroad 

Bed.   

Bradford West acknowledged at trial that his predecessors had not erected fences 

in areas where they were not keeping livestock.  SPC at 102.   

Bradford West also testified that he or his predecessors had cultivated or mowed 

sections of the Railroad Bed, and the Abutters asserted that this was a hostile use.  

Evidence presented by Old Railroad, however, showed that the grade and bed of the 

railroad was fully intact through almost the entire section at issue, and did not show 
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evidence of cultivation.  SPC at 74-75.   The Abutters apparently now concede that there 

was no cultivation of the rail bed.  Appellant’s Brief at 32.     

There was evidence of some mowing within the surveyed boundaries of the 

Property by Bradford West close to the vicinity of the crossing of Mt. Aeolus Road .   SPC 

at 122.  However, the two representatives of Omya Inc., the owner from 1936 to 2009, 

testified without contradiction that the company did not consider mowing within the 

right of way to be hostile.  This policy was corroborated by Robbo Holleran, the 

independent contractor who inspected the area for Omya Inc.  Indeed, Omya Inc. had a 

corporate policy of encouraging public use of its properties, and mowing was generally 

beneficial for the properties.   SPC at 89, 122-123, 128.   

In sum, there was substantial credible evidence that any mowing by West was 

isolated in one ill-defined area, and was not hostile. 

The so-called Beattie fences (see Appellants’ Brief at 11-12) were completely 

disregarded by a surveyor who surveyed the Beattie farm property in 1992 for the 

Beattie family.  The surveyor concluded that the Beatties did not own the Railroad Bed.  

The deed to Mr. and Mrs. Dykes excluded the Railroad Bed from the Beattie’s property.  

The Beatties paid Omya Inc. for an easement over the Railroad Bed, and tried to buy the 

Railroad Bed from them.  Again, the record supports the trial Court’s conclusion that 

these were wire fences to contain animals, not claims to ownership or assertions of the 

right to exclude others.  SPC at 77-79. 

Mr. West claimed to have planted “corn, potatoes and hay on a rotating basis 

between 1938 and 1942” on the farm property now owned by Mr. and Mrs. Marcus.  

Appellant’s Brief at 33.  However, he was vague in identifying where exactly this 
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supposedly occurred.  The aerial photograph following, taken about 2000 and 

introduced at trial as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 23, shows the Railroad Bed as a diagonal line of 

densely wooded terrain between two meadows.  Any plantings in the open meadows 

were outside the Property. 

 

 The Marcus’s adverse-possession claim principally rests on a thin strand of wire 

erected at some point to contain horses.  See photo supra at 13.  This wire was not 

located on a boundary line.  The Marcuses did undertake some substantial clearing of 

the Railroad Bed, but none of that occurred more than 15 years before suit was 

commenced.  In addition, Mr. Marcus tried to buy a section of the Railroad Bed around 

2000 from Omya Inc.  SPC at 110-111, 129-130,  

 The trial Court’s summary of the evidence is more extensive than the matters 

discussed above, or in the Statement of the Case.  The Court concluded that the fences 
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described by Bradford West and Shelley Beattie Porter were fences of convenience to 

contain animals.   

 With respect to Bradford West’s other claims, the Court found one minor area of 

overlap within the Railroad Bed that was used by Mr. West in an open, notorious, 

continuous and hostile manner for more than 15 years.  PC at 28.  This area had been 

identified on the Parks’ survey, and was not contested by Old Railroad.  SPC at 148, n. 2. 

 Beyond that, the Court found that Mr. West’s testimony failed to establish the 

requisite open, notorious, continuous and hostile use for more than 15 years “with 

sufficient clarity to allow the court to find in []favor” of any of the Abutters.  PC at 28. 

The Court found that the Railroad Bed had served as a de facto boundary 

between agricultural fields now owned by Mr. West, but the Railroad Bed was not part 

of the ongoing agricultural use.  The Court found that the raised bed was still in place, 

and that it was possible to walk up and down the Railroad Bed even when cultivation 

was taking place to the sides.  PC at 29.  This finding is graphically confirmed by the 

photo reproduced supra at 14. 

The Court found that most of the Railroad Bed was brushy or planted with trees 

throughout the period since the rails were removed, and that the physical evidence did 

not support Mr. West’s claims.  PC at 29. 

The Court found that the Abutters had failed to demonstrate the necessary 

occupancy of a specific portion of the properties.  “Mr. West’s evidence is largely non-

specific as to particular portions of the Property used, and is not strong enough to 

effectively put the world, and in particular the title owner, on notice of an adverse 

claim.”  PC at 30. 
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In considering the claims of Mr. West and his son, Vernon, the Court found that 

they had failed to make any assertion of ownership when involved in the public meeting 

in 2000, and had joined in a letter that described the Railroad Bed as being in “pristine 

condition.”  The Court found that the Wests’ “actions and failures to assert claims are 

inconsistent with the claims the Wests made at trial.”  PC at 31. 

The Court concluded that “in light of the totality of the evidence” the Abutters 

“have failed to prove their adverse possession claims.”  The record amply supports this 

finding. 

B. The trial Court correctly applied Vermont law of adverse 
possession in its conclusions. 

 
To achieve title through adverse possession, a claimant must show that use of the 

land was open, notorious, hostile and continuous throughout the statutory period of 

fifteen years.  Congregational Church of Enosburg c. Manley, supra, at ¶13; 12 V.S.A. § 

501.   

In this case, the Abutters’ claims essentially rest on Bradford West’s testimony 

that farmers once had erected wire fences which crossed the Railroad Bed, and that the 

farmers mowed or cleared brush in some areas within the limits of the Property.  

However, unless clearly and openly adverse and under a claim of right, mowing will not 

give rise to adverse claims. 

In Congregational Church of Enosburg v. Manley, this Court rejected an 

adverse-possession claim based on mowing of land over many years.  The Court wrote 

that: 

The requirement that claimants demonstrate a claim of right “rests on the public 
policy that existing rights in land should not be lost unless the owner has been 
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put on guard sufficiently to enable him or her to take preventive action with 
reasonable promptness.”   Id. at ¶13. 
 
The Court in Congregational Church of Enosburg also rejected a claim that the 

establishment of a wire fence on the property of the record title holder created adverse 

rights.  The Court upheld findings that no adverse rights accrued from a fence erected 

for the purposes of controlling animals and not intended to create a boundary to exclude 

others.  Id. at ¶19. 

In denying the adverse-possession claims in Congregational Church of 

Enosburg, the Court relied on Hovendick v. Ruby, 10 P.3d 1119 (Wyo. 2000).  This 

Wyoming case makes a clear distinction between fences of convenience and boundary 

fences: 

In some circumstances, enclosing land in a fence is sufficient to “raise the flag” of 
an adverse claimant. However, a fence kept simply for convenience has no effect 
upon the true boundary between tracts of land. This is so because a fence of 
convenience creates a permissive use, and a permissive user.  Id. at 1123. 
 
See also Hunter v. Emerson, 75 Vt. 173 (1903) (fencing of a spring on another’s 

property did not give rise to adverse possession when fence did not exclude others and 

fencing was done for purposes of protecting the source); Demeritt v. Parker, 82 Vt. 59 

(1909) (cutting of trees on land does not give rise to adverse rights if not done under a 

claim of right as owner). 

The Abutters rely on Choquette v. Perrault, 153 Vt. 45 (1989) in attacking the 

trial Court’s factual findings that these particular fences were for convenience in 

managing livestock.  In Choquette, this Court held that Vermont’s statute for 

apportioning expenses in maintaining a boundary fence was unconstitutional as applied 

to a property owner who owned no livestock.  The Abutters argue that Choquette stands 
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for the principle that “an existing division fence in a state of disrepair” must be 

considered a boundary fence.  Appellants’ Brief at 42.   

How the Abutters manage to construe Choquette to reach this conclusion is 

unexplained -- and thoroughly opaque.  In effect, they claim that as a matter of law any 

remnants of an old fence line establish property boundaries.  That cannot be so.  This 

Court’s decisions in adverse-possession cases make clear that the factual findings and 

evidentiary record are critical in determining whether the elements of the claim have all 

been satisfied. 

This Court in Congregational Church of Enosburg also upheld the trial Court’s 

rejection of a claim of adverse possession based on a history of parking of cars on a 

property.  The Defendants’ predecessor-in-title did not object to the usage so that it was 

not adverse or “intended to exclude others from the property.”  Id. ¶21. 

 “[I]f a claimant’s use of the property is shown to be permissive, then he cannot 

acquire title by adverse possession.” McDonough-Webster Lodge No. 26 v. Wells, 2003 

VT 70 ¶27, 175 Vt. 382, 395 (gardening on property by neighbor did not lead to rights of 

adverse possession). 

These holdings are consistent with the trial Court’s findings and the un-

contradicted evidence that Omya Inc. allowed agricultural uses on its properties as a 

matter of policy.  Three different witnesses testified that Omya Inc. did not consider 

agricultural uses to be a trespass or a hostile use.  PC at 16; SPC at 89, 122-123, 128.  The 

Abutters argument that there was “no evidence of permission that destroys the hostility 

element” is simply wrong.  Appellants’ Brief at 35.   
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Public claim of ownership can be a critical element for proving the “notorious” 

requirement for obtaining title by adverse possession.  In one of several cases involving 

Vermont Marble Company, this Court denied a claim of adverse possession made by the 

company in Vermont Marble Co. v. Eastman, 91 Vt. 425 (1917).   

Vermont Marble dumped refuse and filled a strip of land with blocks of marble 

over a long period, but its claim of adverse possession was rejected by the Court because 

such use had not been done under a claim of right.  The Court also gave weight to the 

fact the company had not chosen to include in later deeds land that supposedly had been 

acquired by adverse possession. 

Here, the record shows no evidence of any claim of right by the Abutters or their 

predecessors.  All of the deeds held by the Abutters expressly exclude the Railroad Bed -- 

even though their predecessors, under the Abutters’ theory, would have owned the 

Railroad Bed for decades before they signed the deeds omitting any mention of this 

claim.   

It is also important to consider these claims to adverse possession in the context 

of an owner of 11,000 acres who welcomed public uses.  If slight incursions of mowing, 

or a fence wire here or there, could ripen into ownership despite the owner’s policy of 

allowing public use and access, one can readily envision the impact of such a ruling on 

the behavior of other landowners.  They would be strongly incented to post and patrol 

their properties.   

This is precisely the type of landowner behavior that our Legislature has sought 

to prevent by enacting 12 V.S.A. Chap. 203 (“Limitations on Landowner Liability”).  Fear 

of adverse-possession claims may be just as potent a deterrent to allowing public use 
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and access as fear of tort claims. This Court should be very hesitant, on this record, to 

conclude that a generous use and access policy adopted by a large landowner has 

resulted in loss of title by adverse possession. 

In sum, the trial Court's findings were amply supported by the record, and the 

Court applied settled Vermont law in concluding that the Abutters failed to meet their 

burden of persuasion. 

CONCLUSION 

The decision of the trial Court should be affirmed. 

Dated: March 15, 2013 

obert E. Woolmington, Esq. 
Witten, Woolmington & Campbell, 
Attorneys for Appellee 
P.O. Box 2748 
4900 Main St. 
Manchester Center VT 05255 
rew@wittenetal.com 
802.362.2560 
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